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~~!~~at~~~_£~elated Spin-Orbit Interactions 

N * _!~~.::!;:t~_f2pf2-gurati_Q~ 

K. RAJNAK 

.Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 

AND·· 

B. G. WYBOURNE 

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 

Ii is shown that, in second-order perturbation 

theory, electrostatically correlated spin-orbit inter-

actions give rise to a 11 screening" of the spin-orbit 

coupling constant of an £N-type configuration. In ad-

dition to this "screening" effect these interactions also 

lead to an effective spin-other-orbit interaction which 

'is not included in the usual empirical least squares de-

termination of the Coulomb and spin-orbit parameters. 

The consequences of this overt ef,fect are discussed. 
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It has been a tradition among theoretical spectroscopists 

to treat the radial integrals that characterize the Coulomb 

and spin-orbit interactions wi.thin a particular configuration 

as parameters. These para.meters have been deduced empirically 

by making least squares f.its of the calculated energy levels 

to the corresponding observed energy levels. In general) only 

the states of the particular configuration under study have 

been considered in the calculation of the energy matrices. 

Thus the effects of electrostatically correlated interactions 

with other configurations have been explicitly·ign6red. However, 

in deriving the parameters of a particular configuration by the 

method of least. squares) it cannot be assumed that the parameters 

have not accommodated a large part of the effects of the electro-
. . 

statically correlated interactions with other configurations. 

Furthermore) this implies that the eigenvectors resulting from 

the diagonalization of. the energy matrices do not ref_lect the 

composition of the states of the configuration under study alone 

but ~ill also represent contributions from the states of many other con-

figurations. In the traditional empirical treatment only a fe~ specific 

angular ~epe:J.C..e::;.t q_tlantities a~e consiC..e:'ed.; na.::ely··~ those of tl:e Cc~c::.~ 

repulsion and the spin-orbit interaction ~ithin the configuration under 

study. Electrostatically correlated interactions that give rise 

. / 
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to effects having a different angular dependence will not be ade

quat_ely _'represented by the parameters of the configuration under 

study. We shall refer to these effects as "overt 11 sin9e they may 

only be accommodated by introducing additional parameters. As· 

part of a continuing study of the empirical calculation of energy 
' ' 

·levels we· have endeavored ·to determine the angular dependence of· 

these overt effects and to d'etermine what electrostatically cor-- ' . 
related interactions are included in.the usual least-squares 

·method. 

The effects of weak electrostatic configur~tion interactions 
. N on the .. energy level structure of.£ -type configurations have been 

considered in an earlier paper1 (referred to here ~s I). However, 

in the heavy elements, especially the actinides, where spin-orbit 

interactlons are appreciable, 2'3 the ;ombined effects of spin~orbit 

.and.electrostatic configuration interactions should also be inves

tigated. Since the spin-orbit interaction may be represented by 

a one~pa~ticle operator that is rigorously diagonal with respect 

to . .£ but not n, 4 it will only .couple n.£N with the. configurations 

nN-ln .. 1 n · 1 ~4.£+1 nN+l d 1 n~.£ 1+1 nN 11 n 1 nk . L,_ n A nk an n • nL n k • Inasmuch as these 

perturbing configurations will.be energetically well separated 
' . ' 

from the perturbed n.£N configuration it is a reasonable ~pproxi-

mation to apply s,econd-order perturbation theory as in I •. 

The\ bulk of these configuration interactions may be_ taken 

into account by modifying the energy matrices. of n.£N in the same 

manner as in I. In the present paper an attempt is made to deter

·. mine the angular dependence of these corrections. It is shown 
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that the angular dependence of the correction may be repre~ertted 

by a sum of two terms, one proportional to the matrix elements of 

the spin-orbit interaction and the other to those of the spin-

other-orbit interaction. In the.usual deterrnination of the Coulomb 

and sp,i:.'l-orblt parameters from experimental data by the method. of 

least squares, the first term is absorbed as an effective 

11 screeri·,tng 11 of the spin-orbit coupling constant of the n.eN con

figuration. The second term,' being an overt effect, is usualiy 

neglected in the least squares analysis. 

EXPRESSIONS FOR THE CON:!:i'::LGURA'"riON INTERAC':L'IONS ...,_ ___ ..._ _______ -_______________ .... ___ ....... -... ........................ -------------· ...... -.... --

The interacting configurations to be discussed differ only 

by the substitution of a single orbital of the same sy~~etry type 

and as a result it is necessary to consider both the one- and the 

two- electron terms of the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian for an 

N-electron atom, with the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction} 

:may be written as 
N ..-

H = L 
i=l 

Nhere 

H. + 
J. 

H" 
i. 

N 

I 
i)j=l 

= 

2 . 
e /r ... 

.LJ 

N 

+:I 
'i=l 

~(r.)(si· . .e.) ~ ~ - -J. 

The Hamiltonian may be divided into H.= H
0 

,+ H1 such that 

N 

= I (Hi + vi) 
i=l 

and 

(1) 

(2} 

( 3) 
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Hl = v. + 'L e /r .. +[~(r.)(s.·£.) 
l lJ l -l -l 

( 4) 

i=l i)j=l i=l·. 

= -V + G + A ) 

where vi is an average poten.tial that acts on the i~th electron 

and is chosen to minimize the energy E1 , while 

-
N N .. N 

v = [v~ G = [ e2 /r. j and A = I ~(ri)(~i·£1) 
) l ) 

i==l i)j=l i=l 

Using the nota~ion of I, let two particular statesJ(aSLJI 

·-
5 

and la 1 S 1L 1J), of .eN be designated by (cfJJI and l'if.''J) and consider 

a perturbine; state ltnJ) :::>elongi.ng to· a particular perturbing 

configuration. The.rr the ·energy matrix for the PP configuration 

will contain elements of the fonn 

( 5) 

Followine; Eq. ( 3) of I, the correction. C(cjJ,cjJ'; J) to this matrix 

element, due to the effects of all the perturbing states !JnJ) of 

the perturbing configuration, may be written as the sum of six 

di.stinct terms viz., 
6 

c ( cfJ' v/; J ) = bl c [ ( cjJJ I Hl lrnJ )( mJ I Hl ll/1 t J) = I c X ( cfJ ;W '; J) ' 
m X=l 

where 
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, -
C~ ( i/J' ·.j; I ; J) 7..1. L ( 7/JJ [ V [ mJ) ( mJ [ V [ :j; t J) ____ ( 6) ·- 6.E ' J. c m 

-1 ~ ( 7/JJ [ G hi.J ) ( mJ [ G [ ·<j; t J ) (7) C ( 7/J :j; f I J ) = 6E- ' 2 ' ' ' 
c m ~ _:. ·.. . 

r c3(if!,-J;' ;J) -1 ( 7/JJ [A [mJ ) (mJ [ 1\ [ 7/J' J) (8) = 6E r.:; 
m 

·-" '7/J '/J' ·J) -2 L ( 7/JJ [ .'\. [tnJ) (m.J [ G [ •if; I J) (9) vl~\. ' ,. - 6E .c m'.. 

L c5(7/J,?~' ;J) +2 ( 7/JJ [A [ mJ) ( mJ [ V [ ·p t J) (10) ·- 6E-
(! m 

and 

c 6 (.tj; ,-1/J t ; J ) +2 L ( 7/JJ [a· [ mJ) ( mJ [ v I ?/J' J) (11). ·- 6E c m 

where 6E is arnean excitation energy and we have used the fact 
c ' 

that the matrix eleme~ts are inva~iant with respect to interchange 

of 7/J and ·.pt. 

·The first correction term, Eq. (6), can only lead to a shift 

in the center of gravity of the n.eN configuration which iYl the 

usual parametrization ;~Jill be absorbed in the F0 
( n.en.e) lJarameter. 

The second term, Eq. ( ·7), has been discussed in the previous paper . 

. The third term, Eq. (8) represents the effect of configuration 

1:1terac tion induced solely by the spi:'l-orbi t interaction •'lhile 

the corrections of Eqs. (9) and (10) may be regarded as electro-

statically correlated spin-orbit interaction between the configur-

ations. The last correction term, Eq.(ll), leads to a simple screening 

of the Slater FK parameters of the £N configuration without introducing 

any new angular dependent factors. In the present paper we shall be con- · 

cerned·with the evaluation of the corrections represented by Eqs.(8),(9) and (10) • 
... 
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The ~3ur:mv.1.';:;ions over the pcrtur·blnrs __ 

states may be performed :'ollov.Jing the methods Otltlined in I and 

as a result, we shall only sketch the derivations. 

(A) . N N-1 n£" WITH n£ nt£. 

Noting that 

= ( 
_ ) ,J +S+S r r +S + L + £~- s JL L r r 1\ 1 L r;r I 1 \ j S S 1 I 1 l 

1 l 1 ~~~ s Jj t.e .e L1j Ls s s1 j 

and using Eq. ( 39) ·::>f I, the summations in E~s. ( 8) and ( 9) may 

pe obtained. as 

and 

N 

[ xk [.eN?fr,J I L (.~i. ~i) I£N'1flr J) /[ .e J 
k. . i=l 

- ( [t] {~ ~ n ( -l)J+L'+S. {~·~·/ s [£( £+1)(2£+1) lt ~ {t ~· n 
'1fl 

7 

X ( £N'1fi!IQ( i{) ll.eNv;)( .eNv; lly< lt) I I£Nif/ ~I) ]) (14) 

where 
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(15) 

(16) 

· ·rhe second part of Eq. ( 14) has the same angular dependence as the 

spin-other-orbit interactionS a..."ld, hence gives ·C'ise to an overt 

effect; · The term vJi th lc = 0 in this pa·rt simplifies to 

To evaluate c~(~,~t;J) we first note that 
:J 

N 

(n.Z:Ja.SLI Lvijn.zN-la.
1
s

1
L

1
nt£;SL} -- N~ Ct{I<P

1
) (n.2lv [nt£) 

i=l 

Summint:s over the perturbing states in Eq. (10) then yields 

N 

= ~- (.ZN7PJI L (.~i·~1 ) I£N~tJ)~(nt;nt£)(ntlvlnt£). 
. c . 1 

l.= 

(18). 

(19) 

Using Eqs. (13), (14), (17) and (19) we obtain the total cbrrections~ 

c80 (~,~';J), to the spin-orbit matrix element (£N~JIAI£N~,J) of the 

nJ!,~ energy matrix for this particular perturbing configuration as 

cso('/1,7/J' ;J) = c3(~,~' ;J) + c~(-~,~r ;J) + ct~'~' ;J) 

= (a+ ~)(£N1/IJI L (~i.~i) ltN~'J) 
i=l 

-r -y(k)[tJtmJ-< ~l)J+L'+S ·~~~;~[ £( £+1)(2£+1) ]2 L' {In.r 
k)O, t . . , . ..... 

. ' . .· ... ' ~. 

( p \fll I'Q. ( k) I I .e ~)( .e Nf I lY ( 1 t) I I .e ~*I ) - 6 N ,. (20) 
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where 

f3 = 2sC&f·;_~~-?l [Cl-N)R0 (n£,n£;n£,nr£) + (n£lv!nt£)], 
e 

~(n£;nr£)·, 

(2J.) 

(22) 

( 23) 

and 

= 

2 For the particular case of the n£ configuration the coefficient of 

fractional parentage in the expansions of the matrix elements of U (k) 

and V(lt) are unity and the sums over ~ and t may be readily performed to . 
"' 

yield 
2 

C(n£2) = (£2SIJI [, si 

i=l 

• £ 
i 6 . (25) 

Thus for the n£2 configuration the effect of configuration mixing is 

simply to "screen" the spin-orbit coupling constant ~n£ .For more than two 

electrons, however, the summation over ~- is no longer tractable and a 

correction proportional to the angular dependence of the spin-other-orbit 
. N 

interaction should be added to the energy matrices of n£ • 

(B). n£N WITH n t £lt.R.+l n£N+l . 

Using Eq. (41~) of I, and noting that 

(nl~'+l'if!1nr£41Z+l 2 .e;sr.LtJjAjn£N1fJTI·'£4 f+2 1s;SLJ) 

( -1) 2S+S '+L+J+l {~ 1 ~ 1 5} {~ ~~ i,J {~ ~ 1 ~J [ (N+l) s( s+l)(2s+l) 
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6 a result that follovJs fro::-:1 Eq. (28) of Racah, it :nay be shown 

that the resultant correction .i.s identical in for;n VJith Eel_. (20) 

apart from a linear shift of all the terms of the configuration. 

It should be noted that these types of interaction onlJ arise in 

configurations n£N with n > £ + 1. Thus they will occur in the 

actin:i.des ( 5fN) but not in the corresponding lanthanides ( 41-J'{). 

(C). n,~:Jnt ,.er4£t+2 \.IJITf{ n.ZNnl .er4{r+l~·, r p,r. 

It may be readily shown that, 1 

( n zN aS r.J ( n I .:e I 
4 .e I+ 

1:'1. I I ..e I ) cr A; s t L I J I A l n ..eN aSL n I .e r 4 .e r + 2 1 s ; SLJ ) 

(-l)J+L'+5o(a,l)li(:>..,1) {~, ~· j} [t•(£•+1)(2£•+l)a(s+1)(2s+l)[S 1 ][L 1]l 
(27) 

:Ising tl:)is result, together with Eq. (33) of·I, we find that the 

corrections c
3

(7f;,'(j;t;J) and C~(7f!,7f;t;J) can at the most lead to a 
. :J 

linea:.." shift of the te~ns of the n.eN configuration· For 

c4 (~,pt;J) we have 

= 
N 

(..eNaSLJ! L (~i·,&1 ) l£Na 13 1L'J) 

i=l 

~(n1£r;nlt£1)_ 
---AE--,... 

·~ 

·L-2Ro(n£nrr£_;nl£~..e)o(..e,.er) + L (-1)£+£1 [k(k+l~ri-~f)T1:i!ft&.::±~J~ 
k)O 

(28) 

The occu'rrence of ( £+£ 1) in the phase .factor of the second part of·· 
~ 

Eq. (28) leads to both "screcningtr and "antiscreening of the spin-
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orbit coupling constant ~n$ of the .eN configuration bu~ does not 

produce any over'c effects. The term hri th £ == .e r viill arise 1,1. 

the actinides as the result of the excltation°of a 4f electron 

from the 4-:·"14 _ closed shell into the unfilled 

orbital. 

DI.SCUSSI·:)N 

~'".f' 

o.~. ' or higher f, 

It is apparent fran the cases just considered that the spin-

orbit pararneters deduced from the least-square.s f.'i tting of energy 

levels vJill contain contributions fro1-:1 many configurations a.'l.d 

cannot be considered as being associated purely with the lN- con-

figuration. The "screening 11 produced by the mechan.ism of 

Eq. (8) is probably negligible due to the weakness of the coupling 

of the configurations by the spin-orbit interaction. However, 

the "screenlng1
' produced by the elec tros ta tically correlated spin-

orbit interactions of Eqs. (9) and (io) need not be negligible 

since if there'is.appreclable electrostatic coupline; of the con-

figurations these will more than offset the weal{ness of the spin-

1 orbit coupling. The magnitude of this screening will be largely determined 

by the radial factor, 

[(l-N)R0 (n2, nl; nl,n'l) + (nijv/n'l)], (29) 

appearing in Eq. (22). The size of this factor will depend ·upon the choice 

of zero order wave functions and the form of the average potential v which is 

used. Until the necessary ~cdial integrals have been computed for several 

specific cases, however, it is difficult to make any general statements about 

magni~ude of the screening. 

The appearance of a term proportional to the spin-other-orbit inter-

action will lead to overt effects which the usual parameters will be unable to 

adequately accomodate. In the limit of LS coupling this interaction will not 

· prod~ce deviations from the Lande interval4 rule but would lead to a different 

spin-orbit coupling constant for eacb. multiplet.· These overt effects could be 

included by introducin~ 

11 
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noted tb.a t due to the presence of these overt effects a spin-

orb1.t coupling constant deduced fron a single multiplet that 

follows the Lande interval rule need not be representative of 

the entire configuration. 

VJhen the parameters are derived from a least squares mr~thod 

it is impossible to distinguish the contributions to the spin-

orbit coupling constant that arise from the effects of electro-

statically corr·ela ted· interactions with othe-r configurations and. 

those that arise from the spin-orbl t interactions \'ll.thin the con-

figuration. L:tke'I<.Jise. in empirical determi:.1.ations of the spin-
. ' 

other-orbl t interactions for a configuration .t t is ixnpossible to 

decide .whether the derived spin-other-orb l. t pa:.."ameters represent 

a real spin-other-o.rbi t interaction within the configuration Ol"' 

whether. ~hey are attributable to a pseudo-spin-other-orbit int~r-

action that arises out of the effects of electrostatically 

correlated spin-orbit interactions. 

Electrostatically correlated spin-orbit in.teractions are by 

no means the only possible correlated interactions that couple 

configurations. In fact, these interactions are probably of 

lesser significance than the electrostatically correlated two-

particle orbit-orbit, spin-spin and spi.."l-other-orbl t interactions 

between configurations. The properties of these interactions will 

be taken up in a later paper. 
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